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Polymer nanocomposites have been widely used in many engineering applications, due to their interesting properties, 
particularly as they can provide specific functionalities that make the material smart or multifunctional. Moreover, 

despite their cost is quite high compared to that of other fillers, very small amouts are needed to produce massive change 
of macroscopic properties, so that industrial application is possible. Different types of nanofillers have been successfully 
proposed in the literature and in commercial devices to suit specific applications as carbon nanofillers (nanotubes, 
graphene, CB, etc.) to provide electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity,  and electromagnetic properties and inorganic 
nanoparticles (nanoclays, nanosilica, BN, nanomagnets, etc.) to provide mechanical resistance, thermal insulation, barrier 
properties, drug delivery, etc. 

The next challenge of such materials is their use in the production of polymeric additive manufacturing (ALM) components. 
At present, in fact, only few polymeric materials are available for ALM, almost none of them nanostructured. In the present 
talk an overview of the state of the art of ALM printed polymer nanocomposites is provided. In particular, starting from 
an holistic point of view, where design, printing process and material are closely interconnected, it will be discussed how 
printing parameters should be changed when processing different type of polymeric nanocomposites, as well as how a not 
oprimized ALM can affect the final material’s properties.Examples of the use of polymeric ALM in industrial applications 
will be presented too.
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